
Axis Mojito 780.0E
Dřez s excentrickým ovládáním. Min. šířka skříňky 50 cm. Horní montáž.

Hloubka vaničky 16 cm.

EAN: 5902115952524
152,16 €

126,80 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5902115958144
152,16 €

126,80 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5902115952647
152,16 €

126,80 € excluding VAT

EAN: 5902115952678
152,16 €

126,80 € excluding VAT

Axis Kitchen is a European brand of kitchen equipment, specializing in the production and sale of high-
quality granite sinks. The company is among the market leaders in the segment of sinks and kitchen
faucets. The products are characterized by attractive design and high-quality craftsmanship.

Granite sink with a drainer Axis Mojito 780.0E in a simple design is one of the best-selling models due
to its attractive design and ideal dimensions. Its simple and unobtrusive appearance is suitable for most
common kitchens.

The model of the granite sink Mojito 780.0E is narrower, so if you're tired of a stainless steel sink, this
size of granite sink is absolutely ideal for replacement without cutting into the countertop.

The bathtub and storage surface are large enough for everyday use, even in a household without a
dishwasher. The sink chamber with a depth of 16 cm is sufficient for comfortable dishwashing. You can
use the practical draining area for storing dishes, vegetables, or defrosting food. Holes can be drilled into
the sink for a faucet, soap dispenser, eccentric controls, or a disposal switch.

The Mojito 780.0E kitchen sink is designed for top mounting, with a minimum cabinet width of 50 cm.
The sink's equipment includes an eccentric control. The automatic drain closure is a system that allows
you to close and open the water drain using a button. An important advantage of this solution is the fact
that one movement is enough for immediate unlocking of the water, without having to immerse your
hands.

The advantage of a granite sink is its color variability and the possibility of matching it with the rest of
the kitchen, easy maintenance, and attractive design. The main advantages include excellent resistance
to impacts, scratches, and high temperatures. The surface of the sink is extremely smooth, so the



maintenance of the sink will be very easy.

Key features of the AXIS MOJITO 780.0E kitchen sink

granite sink with a practical drainer and with eccentric control
in the colors white, black, gray, and coffee-colored
Mojito 780.0E has an extended 10-year warranty.
It is among the most popular sinks of our customers.
sufficiently deep (16 cm) basin of the sink for comfortable dishwashing
practical tip for dishwashing
automatic drainage closure - the eccentric is a part of the sink equipment
granite sink resistant to scratches and high temperatures
The sink is suitable for a cabinet of 50 cm.
top mounting of the sink

A little trick: once a week, we recommend impregnating the sink with edible kitchen oil. Wipe the dry and
clean sink with a cloth soaked in oil.  Leave it for a few minutes and then wipe it off with a clean cloth.
This way, you will create a protective layer and give the sink a beautiful appearance. The sink will be like
new again.

Parts of the packaging:

Sifon
Excentric control
Assembly brackets
Release.
Assembly instructions
Robbery



Parameters
Basic parameters
Sink type: Sink with a drainer
Sink shape: Rectangular
Orientation: Double-sided orientation
Sink material: Granite
Width of the kitchen cabinet: 50 cm
Sink mounting type: Upper
Sink style: Classic sinks
Drain the sink.: 9 cm
Product TARIC code: 68029390
Others
Eccentric control of the drain: Yes
Pre-drilled hole for: Battery + additional opening
Possibility to drill another hole: No
Warranty: 10 years.
Dimensions of the main tray (cm)
Width of the basin: 35.4
The length of the bathtub: 35.4
Depth of the bathtub: 16
Minimum width of the cabinet: 50
Round sink: No
The average size of the basin.: No
Sink dimensions (cm)
Width of the sink: 43.5
Sink length: 78
Sink depth: 18
Sink weight (kg): 10
Dimensions of the sink package (cm)
Width of the packaging: 45
Height of the packaging: 18,8
Depth of the packaging: 79.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 11



  

  

  

  


